
Consumers are caught in the middle. Generally, consumers are satisfied with the choices they have available to 
them when it comes to purchasing beef products, but conflicting messages from anti-agriculture activists, persuasive “story 
tellers,” media and even the celebrity community devalue beef and further bewilder consumers who regard the language 
of agriculture and beef production to be foreign. The result: the most powerful shopper  — mom — is left to decipher 
confusing labels while her confidence is threatened regarding meal choices she makes for her family. 

Merck Animal Health takes leadership role. As part of a comprehensive leadership effort to better understand 
consumers and their belief systems as related to beef and beef production, Merck Animal Health commissioned two leading 
research firms to gain critical insights into consumer perceptions, motivations and behaviors. The research provided insights 
into ways the industry can communicate with consumers on their terms in ways that are meaningful and relevant, like 
changing the name of conventional beef to traditional beef (see page 4).   

The Consumer Mindset 
A look at consumers’ evolving expectations of beef

Key takeaways

• Price and value are important, but consumers don’t want  
   to feel like they are getting an inferior or “cheap” product. 
• Consumers value choice and want to feel as though they are the  
   ones in control, determining what they buy for their families.
• “Traditional Beef” communicates trust, safety and freedom  
   of choice, which are key messaging points for consumers.

Step 1 – Qualitative research. A leading women’s marketing company, Just 
Ask a Woman, conducted a research study on women’s beliefs and behaviors 
related to beef. The study included in-depth interviews with nearly 100 women 
and in-home interviews with both male and female primary shoppers. Findings 
were integrated with the decade of research Just Ask a Woman has conducted 
on women’s retail behavior and their wellness attitudes. 

Key takeaways

• Majority of consumers eat beef and are comfortable with the  
   quality and safety of traditional beef. 
• A “Traditional Beef” message that aligns with shared beliefs and  
   values resonates strongly with consumers.
• Consumers want to hear messages about their beef from the  
   people who produce it and have those messages reinforced by  
   both regulators overseeing beef safety and quality and  
   the scientific community with expertise in meat production,  
   sustainability, quality, value and safety.

Step 2 – Quantitative research. The Hartman Group, leaders in food culture 
and health and wellness trends, brought in their own findings related to 
organics and natural products, market sustainability and health and wellness  
to better understand the consumer. Merck Animal Health commissioned  
The Hartman Group to conduct a national survey of more than 2,800 beef 
shoppers on their attitudes towards food safety; various types of food, 
including beef; perception of beef production methods; and, messaging. 

Outcomes
From this two-pronged research effort, three main concepts emerged that provide insight into consumers’ perceptions  
and beliefs, as well as how best to communicate with them.

       Most consumers are comfortable  
       with the concept and safety of 
traditional beef. A “Traditional Beef” 
message evokes positive responses 
from consumers and is a more 
favorable alternative to “conventional 
beef.” It also provides a positive point 
of entry to discuss beef and beef 
production with consumers.

        The role of America’s most  
        important shopper, Mom, 
should not be underestimated. 
She is the family’s most trusted 
gatekeeper and wants to 
maintain control of the choices 
she makes for her family.

         Messages about beef and how beef is  
         produced must first align with the  
shared beliefs and values of consumers  
and the talk about production practices and 
technologies. Further, consumers want to hear 
from someone they believe to be credible – 
cattle-farming families and others involved in 
supplying beef; and, people who are highly 
educated and have a scientific background.
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Generally, consumers are satisfied with the choices they have in buying meat (77%) and beef products (75%). Three in 
four consumers feel confident they know best what their families should eat and don’t want someone else to hijack their 
dinner tables. Yet, there are signs that media and advocacy groups have introduced conflict into these convictions, with 
more than half of consumers agreeing that making food choices today is hard because there is someone dictating what’s 
safe, ethical or sustainable.

WHO are they?
The consumer can be classified into four segments with differing attitudes and behaviors based on the type of beef 
(conventional/traditional or natural/organic) she or he purchases: Committed Conventionals (who purchase only 
“conventional” beef), Persuadables (who purchase some, but not mostly, “natural” beef), Natural Seekers (who purchase 
mostly “natural” beef) and Uncertains (who are unsure how much of each type they buy).  

Meet Our Beef Consumer

Consumer Groups of Interest

Moms
• Primary shopper for her family and knows what’s best for them.
• When she’s shopping for beef at the average grocery store or discount retailer,  
   she looks at quality, safety, value and appearance.
• Influenced by news stories, regulatory agencies (e.g., USDA, FDA), package labels,  
   family members, medical experts and friends.

Thought Leaders
• Generally feel that beef products are as safe as other meat products, though some  
   questions remain about whether or not meat products in general are as safe to eat  
   as non-meat foods. 
• Think organic food tends to be too expensive, they’re less bothered by price than  
   most consumers, in part because they believe organic food is generally more healthful.
• Consider factors such as sustainability, animal welfare and locally raised when  
   purchasing, and feels more confident in their selection.

Moms and Thought Leaders are important groups to share the beef story with.  
Moms are the primary shoppers for their families and make up a significant portion of  
beef consumers. Thought Leaders are the one out of 10 consumers who influence what  
the other nine think, do or purchase. They also drive the food policy decisions.

Consumer Purchase Behavior*
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Uncertains are unclear about some aspects of their beef 
purchase, and the reasons behind this are vague (and 
most likely varied). The difficulty arises in knowing how to 
reach this group with focused messaging. 

Committed Conventionals want to know we are 
delivering quality beef at affordable prices.  

Persuadables want reassurance on beef safety, quality 
and choice.

Natural Seekers attribute greater importance to safety 
and healthfulness, country of origin and humane 
practices when selecting beef so they are significantly 
more interested in learning about beef industry practices. 
They make up the smallest segment.

Nearly 3 in 4 (72%) consumers buy 
mostly "conventional" beef (or 

don't play close attention to what 
type they buy)

About 1 in 5 consumers (21%) 
don’t keep track of their 

“natural” beef purchases

28% buy “natural” at least  
half of the time

HOW do they shop? 
Even with all the news coverage of natural and organic beef products, most consumers still purchase traditional beef  
for their families.

*Portion of your purchased beef that is considered “natural” (No definition of natural provided)
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WHERE are they getting  
their information?
The two most prevalent sources of information 
about beef are the traditional news media (38%) 
and word of mouth from family and friends 
(30%). In the context of food safety, government 
agencies (USDA/FDA) and package labels are seen 
as more influential (43% and 40%) than family 
(32%) and friends (26%). Food manufacturers and 
beef producers rank lower as influential sources 
on food safety (17% and 16%).  

Thought Leaders are information gatherers and 
look to many more information sources than most 
other consumers. One of the most important things 
to note is Thought Leaders are the drivers of the 
word-of-mouth information that other consumers 
use as their source of information. In forming their 
opinions about food safety, Thought Leaders are 
influenced much more than most consumers by 
the appearance of authoritative expertise, such as 
government agencies, news stories, package labels, 
nutritional and medical experts.

WHO do they want to hear from?
First, consumers want to hear from the farmers  
and ranchers who are raising the cattle and 
producing the beef. Secondly, they’d like to hear 
more from the science community, providing an 
important opportunity for the scientific community 
to have an active role in the consumer discussion.

WHAT terminology resonates  
with consumers? 
Consumers want to know farmers and ranchers 
share the same values as they do and care about 
the animals they raise, the end product they 
produce and the consumer. Consumers also want to 
know the government is overseeing the safety and 
quality of today’s beef and how it’s being produced, 
including what is being given to the animal.

Meet Our Beef Consumer
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Traditional media (e.g. TV, radio, newspapers,  
magazines, movie documentaries)

Word of mouth (e.g. family,  
friends, co-workers)

Culinary media (e.g. food network,  
other cooking programs)

Other internet sites (e.g. news sites,  
other informational sites)

Retailer ads or informational brochures  
provided inside the store

Social media (e.g. internet forums such 
as Facebook, blogs, wikis, podcasts)

Mailings other than magazines  
(e.g. newsletters)

None of the above

Mode of Obtaining Information About Beef Products 
 in the Past Six Months

Q27 Consider what you already know about beef products and how they’re produced. In which of the following ways did you 
learn something about beef products in the past 6 months? (Check all that apply) Base: All respondents (n = 2,818)

Interested in Learning More About...

Overall
Thought Leaders
Moms

Cattle feed

Medical treatments for cattle

Feed supplements

Beef production

Sustainability

Packaging

Cattle’s freedom of movement

Cattle housings systems

Butchering

Slaughter

None of the above
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Q32 When shopping for beef, how interesting to you is information about...? (Top 2 Box: “Very interesting” 
or “Fairly interesting”) Base: All respondents (n = 2,818); Thought Leaders (n = 273); Moms (n = 1,095).

Impression of Different Beef Production Methods

A family farm

Organic beef production

Conventional beef production

Beef-improvement technologies

Modern beef production

A factory farm
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Very positive         Somewhat positive         Neither positive nor negative         Somewhat negative         Very negative
Q33 Now think about beef products that you and your family eat. What would be your impression if you learned that the beef you eat 
came from the following sources? Base: All respondents (n = 2818).



Even though there’s a lot of buzz around “new” categories of beef available for consumers, most of the beef they place 
in their shopping carts still is “conventional” beef — that is, beef not labeled by a specific production method (organic, 
all-natural, grass-fed, etc.), animal breed (Angus or Hereford) or brand name. Giving this sustainable, but unbranded, 
product a name — Traditional Beef — evokes positive responses from consumers. 

Research shows giving conventional beef its own “Traditional Beef” identify has the potential to bring value to the product 
and strength to messages about the today’s modern produced beef and the people who raise it. 

A “Traditional Beef” message resonates well with consumers and offers the opportunity to emphasize legacy of safety and 
promise of quality. Cattle farm-families and generational imagery tied to “traditional” beef is positive. USDA quality grades 
also offer a strong support point among all audiences. “Healthy, great-tasting” puts focus on everyday priorities, beyond 
baseline safety. “Traditional” makes this a credible claim.  

As we tell today’s consumer about her steak and where it came from, we want her to know cattle farmers, along with 
USDA and FDA, ensure smart shoppers like her have a wide variety of safe, wholesome beef choices that she can feel 
good about serving to her family.

Traditional Beef: A Name of its Own

Recommendations Message emphasis
Provide and deliver “Traditional Beef” message  
that aligns with the shared beliefs and values  
of consumers

• Lead with messages about shared values, and follow later with messages about  
   production practices and products
•  Emphasize legacy of safety and promise of quality
• Leverage FDA and USDA approval claims where possible 
• Use cattle farm-family and generational imagery
• Connect with priorities of “smart” shoppers

Reinforce Mom’s role as the family’s most trusted 
gatekeeper and confidence in her own decision-
making ability

• Support her right to choose what is best for her family, her budget and her dietary needs
• Highlight family farmers working hard every day so she can feed her  
   family the same safe, high quality beef they feed their own family 
• Reinforce her confidence in any product choice she makes

Appeal to Thought Leader’s thirst  
for knowledge

• Provide information about the beef production process and proven safety
• Engage in ways that foster word-of-mouth communication

Sharing Beef’s Story

Believability of Consumer Messages: “Traditional Beef”

You have the right to choose what’s right for your family and to 
choose from a variety of beef options available.

Traditional Beef is a healthy, great-tasting choice for families. 
Traditional Beef carries the security of USDA and is backed  

by America’s cattle farmer families
Traditional Beef is a good value to America’s families. 

Traditional Beef: Beef you can trust brought to you by generations  
of American cattle farmer families.

Traditional Beef: Beef you can count on.
Traditional Beef is a smart, sustainable choice.
Traditional Beef contributes to environmental,  

economic and social sustainability.
Traditional Beef is more sustainable than outdated practices.
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Q1-MT1. How believable do you find this statement to be? (4-point scale randing from “Not believable at all” to “Very believable”) Base: All respondents (n = 2,818).

For more information about these studies, contact Merck Animal Health.
556 Morris Avenue, Summit NJ 07901  I  beef@merck.com
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